ALZHEIMER'S!

Over __ million people in the US suffer from some form of Alzheimer's
Alzheimer's is the __ leading cause of death in the US
Because of cost, __ or friends often act as caregivers
Counselors and support __ can help caregivers share their burdens
Many types of dementia cause __ loss
The ___ Pledge asks people to use their brain to fight Alzheimer's
Parts of the brain actually __ as Alzheimer's progresses
A "sundowner" may get irritable or __ near the end of the day
The disease was diagnosed by Dr. Alois Alzheimer from ___ in 1906
Some states have events on June 21, The ___ Day, to raise awareness
It is important for caregivers to seek __ from friends or professionals
A medical power of __ allows one to make decisions for the patient
Patients may get __, repeat themselves or ask many questions
Alzheimer's disease is the most common form of __
The number of cases is expected to __ in the coming years
Learning a new __ or musical instrument can lower the risk
Delusions and __ are signs that Alzheimer's is progressing
Solving __ and even familiar tasks can become difficult
There is no cure yet for Alzheimer's, but __ is ongoing
___ dementia results from the narrowing of blood vessels in the brain
__ away and getting lost can be a danger as Alzheimer's progresses
Doing group __ or interacting with others can lower the risk
Anger and __ may increase over time as the patient becomes worse
Life __ varies depending on the age of onset and other factors
High blood pressure and high __ can be risk factors for Alzheimer's
There are __ that can help relieve certain symptoms
Alzheimer's is a __ disease that destroys mental functions
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